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What is SOTA?
- SOTA stands for Summits On The Air.
- SOTA is an amateur radio awards scheme.
- SOTA is mountain topping communications.
-There are no dues or membership requirements.
-There are awards for Activators and Chasers.
-The website is: SOTA.ORG.UK

Summits On The Air (SOTA) program originated in the United Kingdom on 02-March-2002 but 
has propagated to most countries around the world. The program came to Colorado on May 
1st, 2010 with Steve/WGØAT sending a CQ from Mount Herman.



  

SOTA.ORG.UK



  

Website functions
- To “post an alert”, “spot”, “upload”, or browse for summits, you will need to 
register an account at no charge.

- “Post an alert” for your next activation whether it’s for  tomorrow or next 
week.

- When you arrive at your summit, “Spot” yourself.

- When your done, “Upload” your contacts.

- SOTA is global and therefore runs 24 hours/day.

    (On an iPhone, install SOTA Goat for spotting or JT8Call, Winlink)



  

SOTA Watch - Alerts



  

SOTA Watch - Spots



  

SOTA Database



  

SOTA Summits Listings



  

SOTA Mapping



  

SOTA Shop



  

SOTA Chaser Mode
- Sit at home and search for Activators. Check SOTA Watch 
(“Spots”) to see who is on. Date, Time, Freq, & Mode.

- Register yourself on “Join In”. (upload your logs)

- Set your transceiver to frequency, mode, and listen.

- The exchange is normally “signal report & your State”

- Log your contacts. Click on “database”, click on the menu 
option, “submit logs”, then menu option “submit chaser”.



  

SOTA Activator Mode
- Be careful, know your limitations. This is mountain 
topping. Some place you can drive to, others your need 
to hike.

- For hiking, bring only what you need and keep it light…

- Plan your trip, know the difficulties, map it well.  Be 
prepared. Post an “Alert” a day or two in advance. When 
you arrive, “Spot” yourself.



  

What do I bring?
- Dress accordingly, the higher you go the colder it gets…

- First aid kit

- Flash light

- Snacks and fluids

- Whistle (ICE)

- Tell someone when and where you will be.

- Radio(s) - HF, VHF, UHF. SSB, CW, Digital, FM…

- Antenna(s) – EFHW, dipole, yagi…

- Power source – Batteries, Solar…

- Be careful how much you bring, you may be hiking a while.



  

Some Rules
- All expeditions must use legitimate access routes and comply with any local rules 
regarding use of land.

- Make sure you have any necessary permission to operate from the summit.

- Don’t litter, take out what you brought in.

- You may not use or be in close vicinity to a vehicle.

- You must be within 25 meters or 80 feet below the peak height of the summit.

- At least one QSO must be made to Qualify as an activation. 

- To quality for points, attributed to the summit, a minimum of 4 QSO’s musts be made.

- You can only activate that particular summit once a year.

SOTA operation is typically QRP, around 5 or 10 W of power. However, SOTA does not specifically 
state a required power level…it's really driven by the need to operate backpack portable. Hence, 
there are very few 1 KW amplifiers in use on SOTA summits.



  

SOTA Points
- From the “Summits Listing” section, Code W1 on the 
website you can find how many points your summit is 
worth. Ex. Mt Tom is 1 point while Okemo Mt in VT is worth 
8 points.

- After making your minimum of 4 QSO’s to earn your 
points, you can make 100 QSO’s but you only get the 
summit points…

- When you get home, upload your results.



  

Rules for Chasers



  

SOTA Awards



  

Types of SOTA Awards

- Mountain Explorer

- Mountain Hunter

- Summit to Summit

- Microwave Awards
● All available from the website under “SOTA Shop”



  

Certificate



  

Facebook Page by Jim, KK1W & 
Frandy, N1FJ started in 2011



  

Some of my Activations
Bare Mt MA, Jay Mt NY, Talcott Mt CT, Okemo Mt VT, Quabbin Hill MA, Peak Mt 

CT



  

Tri-fold for on lookers...



  

The End

                                      Questions?

                                                                             

                                                                                                                 Harold – N1FTP

                                                                                                                 2022
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